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Abstract
This paper is dedicated to the design and analysis of sampling methods to reconstruct the shape of a
local perturbation in a periodic layer from measurements of scattered waves at a fixed frequency. We first
introduce the model problem that corresponds with the semi-discretized version of the continous model with
respect to the Floquet-Bloch variable. We then present the inverse problem setting where (propagative and
evanescent) plane waves are used to illuminate the structure and measurements of the scattered wave at
a parallel plane to the periodicity directions are performed. We introduce the near field operator and
analyze two possible factorizations of this operator. We then establish sampling methods to identify the
defect and the periodic background geometry from this operator measurement. We also show how one can
recover the geometry of the background independently from the defect. We then introduce and analyze
the single Floquet-Bloch mode measurement operators and show how one can exploit them to built an
indicator function of the defect independently from the background geometry. Numerical validating results
are provided for simple and complex backgrounds.
Keywords: Inverse Scattering problems, Linear Sampling Method, Factorization Method, Periodic layers,
Floquet-Bloch Transform
1 Introduction
We investigate in this paper the inverse problem where one is interested in reconstructing the support of
a perturbation of the periodic layer from measurements of scattered waves at a fixed frequency. We are
primarily concerned with the design of a sampling method that furnishes the support of the inhomogeneities
without reconstructing the index of refraction. The development of sampling methods has gained a large
interest in recent years and many methods have been introduced in the literature to deal with a variety
of problems. We refer to [10, 11, 15, 25] for an account of recent developments of these methods. The
case of periodic media has been treated by several authors and without being exhaustive, we refer to
[1,2,17,22,30,31,33,36]. For the inverse problem in locally perturbed periodic waveguides we refer to [8,34]
and references therein.
Up to our knowledge, the sampling methods for locally perturbed infinite periodic layers have not been
treated in the literature. Even thought this problem is the one that motivates our study, we shall consider
here a slightly different problem that will be referred to as the ML−periodic problem: it corresponds
with a locally perturbed infinite periodic layer with period L that has been reduced to a domain of size
ML (with M a sufficiently large parameter) with periodic boundary conditions. This is mainly due to
technical reasons since our analysis for the newly introduced differential imaging functional heavily rely
on the discrete Floquet-Bloch transform. According to [20] the ML−periodic problem can be seen as
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the discretized problem with respect to the Floquet-Bloch variable using M discretization points in the
trapezoidal rule.
As an inversion method, we shall employ the recently introduced Generalized version of the Linear
Sampling Method GLSM (see [4, 6, 11]) and also consider the Factorization method (see [23–25]). We
consider the case where the data correspond with Rayleigh sequences of the scattered field associated with
propagative and evanescent incident plane waves. For similar inverse problems in waveguides we refer
to [8, 9, 30, 34]. We shall prove in a first part how the GLSM and also the factorization method can be
applied to our setting.
The main contribution of our work is the design of a new sampling method that enables the imaging of
the defect location without reconstructing the L periodic background. This method is in the spirit of the
so-called Differential LSM that has been introduced in [5] for the imaging of defects in complex backgrounds
using differential measurements. However, in our case we shall introduce a method that does not require
the measurement operator for the background media. We exploit the L periodicity of the background and
the Floquet-Bloch transform to design a differential criterion between different periods. This criterion is
based on the study of sampling methods for the ML−periodic media where a single Floquet-Bloch mode
is used. This study constitutes the main theoretical ingredient for our method. The sampling operator
for a single Floquet-Bloch mode somehow plays the role of the measurement operator for the background
media. Indeed the main interest for this new sampling method is that it is capable of identifying the defect
even thought classical sampling methods fail in obtaining high fidelity reconstructions of the (complex)
background media.
For this first study we shall only consider the scattering problem modeled by the Helmholtz equation.
The performance of the introduced sampling methods are tested in space dimension 2 against synthetic
data generated by the solver developed in [20].
The outline of this paper is as follows. We introduce in Section 2 the forward ML−periodic scattering
problem and briefly outline the formulation of the Rayleigh radiation condition and the variational formu-
lation of the problem. We present in Section 3 the setting of the inverse problem for incident plane waves
and measurements constituted by the Rayleigh coefficients of the scattered waves. We then introduce the
near field operator as well as the factorizations of this operator that will be needed for the sampling meth-
ods. Some key properties of these operators are then proved as preparation for the analysis of sampling
methods. Section 4 is dedicated to the theoretical analysis of sampling methods for retrieving the geometry
of the background media and the defect. We also explain in this section how these methods can be used to
identify the L-periodic background media. Section 5 is dedicated to the analysis of sampling methods using
a single Floquet-Bloch mode. This analysis is the last main ingredient for the differential imaging functional
presented in Section 5.3. In order to make this work self-contained we included in Appendix A a summary
of the main abstract theoretical results that are used for the foundations of the sampling methods.
2 Setting of the direct scattering problem
Consider a parameter L := (L1, · · · , Ld−1) ∈ Rd−1, Lj > 0, j = 1, · · · , d−1 that will refer to the periodicity
of the media with respect to the first d−1 variables and M := (M1, · · · ,Md−1) ∈ Nd−1 that will refer to the
number of periods in the truncated domain. A function defined in Rd is called L periodic if it is periodic with
period L with respect to the d− 1 first variables. We consider in the following the ML−periodic Helmholtz
equation (vector multiplications is to be understood component wise, i.e. ML = (M1L1, · · · ,Md−1Ld−1)).
In this problem, the total field satisfies{
∆u+ k2nu = 0 in Rd, d = 2, 3
u is ML−periodic
(1)
where the wavenumber k is positive and real valued. We assume that the index of refraction n ∈ L∞(Rd) has
a non negative imaginary part and is ML−periodic. Moreover, we assume that n = np outside a compact
domain ω where np ∈ L∞(Rd) is L-periodic and assume in addition that there exists h > 0 such that n = 1
2
for |xd| > h (see Fig. 1).




















L and Ωm := J−L2 +mL,
L
2 +mLK × R. We here use
the notation Ja, bK := [a1, b1] × · · · × [ad−1, bd−1] and [·] to denote the floor function. We denote by D
(respectively Dp ) a bounded domain composed by simply connected components and such that n = 1
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Figure 1: Sketch of the geometry for the ML−periodic problem





MLj and β#(j) :=
√
k2 − α2#(j), Im (β#(j)) ≥ 0, j ∈ Zd−1
and where x = (x, xd) ∈ Rd−1 × R. Then the scattered field us = u− ui verifies{
∆us + k2nus = −k2(n− 1)ui in Rd,
us is ML−periodic
(2)








s−(`)ei(α#(`)x−β#(`)(xd+h)), ∀ xd < −h,
(3)
where the Rayleigh coefficients ûs
±












































For integer m, we denote by Hm# (Ω
h
M ) the restrictions to Ω
h
M of functions that are in H
m
loc(|xd| ≤ h) and are
ML−periodic. The space H1/2# (ΓhM ) is then defined as the space of traces on ΓhM of functions in H1#(ΩhM )











































It is easy to check that T± are bounded operators and:
Im 〈T±φ, φ〉 ≥ 0, Re 〈T±φ, φ〉 ≤ 0, (6)













The scattering problem can be reformulated as: Find us ∈ H2#(ΩhM ) such that
∆us + k2nus = −k2(n− 1)ui in ΩhM
∂us
∂xd
= ±T±(us) for xd = ±h
(7)
and us is extended to ΩM using (3). Multiplying equation (7) with v ∈ H1#(ΩhM ) and using the Green
theorem we arrive at the variational formulation of the problem as∫
ΩhM
∇us∇v − k2nusv dx − 〈T+(us), v〉 − 〈T−(us), v〉 = k2
∫
ΩhM
(n− 1)uiv dx (8)




∇us∇v − k2nusv dx − 〈T+(us), v〉 − 〈T−(us), v〉
is continuous on H1#(Ω
h
M )×H1#(ΩhM ) and satisfies the Garding inequality
|A(u, u)| ≥ ‖u‖2H1(ΩhM ) −
∫
ΩhM
(k2Ren+ 1)|u|2 dx (9)
which follows from (6). The uniqueness of solutions to this problem can be studied using Rellich type
identities under some monotonicity conditions on the refractive index or by imposing that the maginary
part of the refractive index is positive in an open ball (see for instance Chapter 1 of [32]).
For the purpose of this paper we shall assume that the index of refraction n is such that Problem (8) is well
posed. More precisely, let f ∈ L2(ΩhM ) and consider the following variational problem: Find w ∈ H1#(ΩhM )
such that for all v ∈ H1#(ΩhM ),∫
ΩhM
∇w · ∇v − k2nwv dx − 〈T+(w), v〉 − 〈T−(w), v〉 = k2
∫
ΩhM
(n− 1)fv dx . (10)
Then we make the following assumption:
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Assumption 2.1. We assume that n and k are such that problem (10) is well posed for all f ∈ L2(ΩhM ).
We remark that the solution w ∈ H1#(ΩhM ) of (10) can be extended to a function in ΩM satisfying
∆w+k2nw = −k2(n−1)f , using the Rayleigh expansion (3). Let GM be the ML−periodic Green function
satisfying ∆GM + k





GM (x− y)(n− 1)(f + w)(y) dy . (11)
This implies in particular that w ∈ H2#,loc(ΩM ), i.e. w ∈ H2#(Ωh) for all h > 0. In all the following we shall
assume that the wavenumber k is such that β#(`) 6= 0 for all ` ∈ Zd−1, i.e. it does not correspond with a









where JMLK := M1L1 · · ·Md−1Ld−1.
3 Setting of the inverse problem




eiα#(j)x+ iβ#(j)(xd−h), j ∈ Zd−1. (13)
Then our measurements (data for the inverse problem) will be formed by the Rayleigh sequences (see (4))
ûs
+
(`; j), (j, `) ∈ Zd−1 × Zd−1
where j is related to the incident wave index and ` is related to the Rayleigh sequence index. We can also




eiα#(j)x− iβ#(j)(xd+h), j ∈ Zd−1, (14)
and as measurements (data for the inverse problem) the Rayleigh sequences (see (4))
ûs
−
(`; j), (j, `) ∈ Zd−1 × Zd−1.
3.1 Definition of the sampling operator







, ∀ a = {a(j)}j∈Zd−1 ∈ `2(Zd−1). (15)
Then H± is compact, injective (will be proved later) and its adjoint (H±)∗ : L2(D)→ `2(Zd−1) is given by
(H±)∗ϕ := {ϕ̂±(j)}j∈Zd−1 , where ϕ̂±j :=
∫
D
ϕ(x)ui,±(·; j)(x) dx . (16)
Let us denote by H±inc(D) the closure of the range of H± in L2(D). We then consider the (compact) operator
G± : H±inc(D)→ `2(Zd−1) defined by
G±(f) := {ŵ±(`)}`∈Zd−1 , (17)
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where {ŵ±(`)}`∈Zd−1 is the Rayleigh sequence of w ∈ H1#(ΩhM ) the solution of (10). We now define the
sampling operators N± : `2(Zd−1)→ `2(Zd−1) by
N±(a) = G±H±(a). (18)






(`; j) ` ∈ Zd−1. (19)
Let us introduce the operator T : L2(D)→ L2(D) defined by
Tf := k2(n− 1)(f + w|D) (20)
with w being the solution of (10). We then have the following:
Lemma 3.1. The operators G± defined by (17) can be factorized as
G± = (H±)∗T.
Proof. Let f ∈ L2(D) and w ∈ H1#(ΩhM ) be solution to (10). By definition of the Rayleigh coefficients and



























Tf(y)ui,±(y; j) dy ,
which proves the lemma.
Using Lemma 3.1 we end up with
N± = (H±)∗ TH±. (22)
The justification of the Sampling Methods that will be introduced later uses the solvability of the so-called
interior transmission problem defined as: Seek (u, v) ∈ L2(D)× L2(D) such that u− v ∈ H2(D) and
∆u+ k2nu = 0 in D,
∆v + k2v = 0 in D,
u− v = ϕ on ∂D,
∂(u− v)/∂ν = ψ on ∂D,
(23)
for given (ϕ,ψ) ∈ H3/2(∂D)×H1/2(∂D) where ν denotes the outward normal on ∂D. Values of k for which
this problem is not well posed are referred to as transmission eigenvalues. For a detailed discussion on the
solution to this problem we refer to [11–13, 35]. For our purpose we shall assume that this problem is well
posed.
Assumption 3.2. We assume that the refractive index n and the real wave number k are such that (23)
defines a well posed problem.
We recall that the well-posedness of (23) requires at least that n 6= 1 in a neighborhood of ∂D and that
k is outside a countable set without finite accumulation points.
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3.2 Some useful properties for sampling methods
Let us define
Zd−1M := {j = (j1, · · · , jd−1) ∈ Zd−1, [−
M`
2 ] + 1 ≤ j` ≤ [
M`
2 ], ` = 1, · · · , d− 1}.
Most of our results are based on the assumption that
ΩM \D is connected an ∂Ωm ∩D = ∅ for all m ∈ Zd−1M .
The last assumption can be avoided with minor adaptations by changing the structure of the interior
transmission problem. This assumption also justifies the use of N+ or N− and not both of them. We made
the choice to adopt this assumption in order to avoid unnecessary additional technicalities.
A first step towards the justification of the sampling methods is the characterization of the closure of
the range of H±.
Lemma 3.3. The operator H± is compact and injective. Let H±inc(D) be the closure of the range of H± in
L2(D). Then
H±inc(D) = Hinc(D) := {v ∈ L
2(D) : ∆v + k2v = 0 in D}. (24)
Proof. We shall prove this lemma only for H+ since the proof for H− is similar. Let a = {a(j)}j∈Zd−1 ∈
`2(Zd−1) and assume that H+a = 0 in D. Since,
∆(H+a) + k2(H+a) = 0 in R3
then by the unique continuation principle, H+a = 0 in R3. This implies that







for all x ∈ Rd−1. This implies, using the inverse Fourier transform that aj = 0 for all j ∈ Zd−1, which
proves the injectivity of H+.
We now prove identity (24). We first obviously see that H+inc(D) ⊂ Hinc(D). To prove the identity (24) it
is then sufficient to prove that the adjoint (H+)∗ is injective on Hinc(D). Let f ∈ Hinc(D) and assume that




GM (x, y) f(y) dy, x ∈ R3, (25)
where GM is the ML−periodic Green function that has the expansion (12). From the regularity properties
of volume potentials, we infer that u ∈ H2#,loc(ΩM ) and satisfies{
∆u+ k2u = −f in D,
∆u+ k2u = 0 in ΩM \D.
(26)



























i.e., (H+)∗(f) = {û+(j)}j∈Zd−1 , the Rayleigh sequence of u. Therefore, the assumption (H+)∗(f) = 0
implies that û+(j) = 0 for all j ∈ Zd−1 and therefore u = 0 for all xd > h. By the unique continuation
7
principal and since ΩM \D is connected, we have that u = 0 in ΩM \D. The regularity u ∈ H2#,loc(ΩM )





f dx = ‖f‖2L2(D) .





f dx = 0,
which proves that f = 0 and yields the injectivity of (H+)∗ on Hinc(D).
Lemma 3.3 shows in particular that the closure of the range of H± are identical and will be denoted in
the sequel by Hinc(D). The following reciprocity lemma will also be useful.
Lemma 3.4. Let f0, f1 ∈ L2(D) and let w0 and w1 ∈ H1#(ΩhM ) be the corresponding solutions satisfying






Proof. Taking v = w0 and v = w1 in the variational formulation (10) satisfied by w1 and w0 respectively



















(1− n)f0 w1 − (1− n)f1 w0 dx. (29)


























which proves the lemma.
We now prove one of the main ingredients for the justification of the inversion methods discussed below.
From now on, for z ∈ ΩhM , we denote Φ(·; z) := GM (· − z) which has the Rayleigh sequences Φ̂±(·; z) :=
{Φ̂±(`; z)}`∈Zd−1 with
Φ̂±(`; z) := i2JMLKβ#(`)e
−i(α#(`)z−β#(`)|zd∓h|).
Theorem 3.5. Assume that Assumptions 2.1 and 3.2 hold. Then the operator G± : Hinc(D) → `2(Zd−1)
defined by (17) is injective with dense range. Moreover Φ̂±(·; z) belongs to R(G±) if and only if z ∈ D.
Proof. We only give here the proof of theorem for the operator G+ since the proof for the operator G− is
similar. We start by proving that G+ : Hinc(D)→ `2(Zd−1) is injective with dense range. Let f ∈ Hinc(D)
and let w ∈ H1#(ΩhM ) be the associated scattered field via (10). As observed earlier, w ∈ H2#,loc(ΩM ).
Assume that G±(f) = 0. Then w = 0 for xd > h. By unique continuation principal we then deduce that
w = 0 in ΩM \D,
8
and therefore w ∈ H20 (D). We now set, u := w+ f , then the pair (u, f) is a solution to (23) with zero data.
Assumption 3.2 then ensures that f = 0, which proves the injectivity of G+. We now prove the denseness





`2(Zd−1) = 0, ∀f ∈ Hinc(D).
Consider f of the form f = H+(a) for some a ∈ `2(Zd−1). Since G+ = (H+)∗T, we then have
〈T(H+(a)),H+(g)〉L2(D) = 0, ∀a ∈ `2(Zd−1). (31)






















, ∀ a ∈ `2(Zd−1).




= 0, ∀a ∈ `2(Zd−1),
which implies G+(H+(g)) = 0. The injectivity of G+ ensures that H+g = 0 in D and consequently g = 0
(by Lemma 3.3). This proves the denseness of the range of G+.
We now prove the last part of the theorem. We first observe that Φ̂+(·; z) is the Rayleigh sequence of
Φ(·; z) satisfying ∆Φ(·; z) + k2Φ(·; z) = −δz in ΩM and the Rayleigh radiation condition. Let z ∈ D. We
consider (u, v) ∈ L2(D)× L2(D) as being the solution to (23) with
ϕ(x) = Φ(x; z) and ψ(x) = ∂Φ(x; z)/∂ν(x) for x ∈ ∂D. (32)
We then define w by
w(x) = u(x)− v(x) in D,
w(x) = Φ(x; z) in ΩM \D.
Due to (32), we have that w ∈ H2#,loc(ΩM ) and satisfies (10). Hence G+v = Φ̂+(·; z).
Now let z ∈ ΩM \D. Assume that there exists f ∈ Hinc(D) such that G+f = Φ̂+(·; z). This implies that
w = Φ(·; z) in {x ∈ ΩM ,±xd ≥ h} where w is the solution to (10). By the unique continuation principle
we deduce that w = Φ(·; z) in ΩM \ D . This gives a contradiction since w is regular (locally H2) in the
neighborhood of z while Φ(·; z) is not.
Lemma 3.6. Let O be an open domain such that O ⊂ D and assume that there exists a real valued function
n0 ∈ L∞(D) such that (n0(x)−1) ≥ σ > 0, x ∈ D (respectively (1−n0(x)) ≥ σ > 0, x ∈ D) and Ren = n0
in D \O. Then the operator T : L2(D)→ L2(D) defined by (20) satisfies
Im (Tφ, φ) ≥ 0, ∀φ ∈ Hinc(D) (33)
and Re T = T0 + T1, where T0 (respectively −T0) is self-adjoint and coercive and T1 is compact on
Hinc(D). Moreover, assume in addition that Assumption (3.2) holds or (n − 1)−1 ∈ L∞(D). Then T is
injective on Hinc(D)
9
Proof. Let φ ∈ L2(D) and wφ be solution to (10) associated with f = φ. By definition of the operator T
we have




(n− 1)(φ+ wφ)φ = k2
∫
D
(n− 1)|φ+ wφ|2 − k2
∫
D
(n− 1)(wφ + φ)wφ (34)








= 〈T+wφ, wφ〉+ 〈T−wφ, wφ〉 −
∫
D
|∇wφ|2 − k2|wφ|2 dx (35)
Therefore,







|∇wφ|2 − k2|wφ|2 + 〈T+wφ, wφ〉+ 〈T−wφ, wφ〉 (36)
Thanks to the non-negative sign of the imaginary part of T± and the assumption Im (n) ≥ 0 we deduce
that
Im 〈Tφ, φ〉 = k2
∫
D
Im (n)|wφ + φ|2 + Im 〈T+wφ, wφ〉 + Im 〈T−wφ, wφ〉 ≥ 0. (37)
Define T0 : L
2(D)→ L2(D) by
T0φ := k
2(n0 − 1)φ. (38)
Clearly, T0 (respectively −T0) is self-adjoint and coercive. Moreover, T1 = T − T0 satisfies, T1φ =
k2(1−n)wφ + k2(n0−Ren)φ. The application φ 7→ wφ is continuous from L2(D) into H2(D) and since for
φ ∈ Hinc(D), ∆φ + k2φ = 0 in D, the application that φ 7→ φ|O is continuous from Hinc(D) into H2(O).
Therefore, the operator T1 : Hinc(D) → L2(D) is compact thanks to the Rellich compact embedding
theorem.
Assume that φ ∈ Hinc(D) and Tφ = k2(n− 1)(φ+ wφ) = 0. This implies that wφ = 0 by uniqueness of
solutions to problem (10) with n = 1.
If we assume that in addition (n− 1)−1 ∈ L∞(D). Then Tφ = 0 also implies φ+wφ = 0 in D and therefore
φ = 0.
The injectivity of T is remains true if Assumption 3.2 holds. With φ ∈ Hinc(D) verifying ∆φ+ k2φ = 0 in
D we get that u := φ + wφ and v := φ are such that u − v ∈ H20 (D) and satisfy the interior transmission
problem (23) with ϕ = ψ = 0. We then deduce that u = v = 0. This concludes the proof of the injectivity
of the operator T.
Lemma 3.7. Assume that Assumptions (2.1) and (3.2) hold. Then the operators N± are injective with
dense ranges.
Proof. The injectivity and the denseness of the ranges of N± directly follow from the same properties
satisfied by H± (Lemma 3.3) and G± (Theorem 3.5).
4 Application to Sampling methods
We shall provide here the theoretical justifications of three sampling methods : the Linear Sampling Method,
the Factorization Method and the Generalized Linear Sampling Method, to reconstruct the domain D from
one of the near field operators N±. These justifications are mainly a direct application of the results of the
previous section and the abstract theoretical framework of these methods that is recalled in the appendix.
This section is preparatory to the next section where we propose a new algorithm capable of reconstructing
directly the domain ω from N±.
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4.1 The Linear Sampling Method (LSM)
We give here the classical justification for the use of so-called Linear Sampling Method (LSM). This jus-
tification is a consequence of Theorem 3.5 and the Lemma 3.3. Since the operator H± is compact, the
characterization of D in terms of the range of G± in Theorem 3.5 does not imply a similar characterization
in terms of the range of N±. However one can deduce the following.
Theorem 4.1. Assume that Assumptions (2.1) and (3.2) hold. Then:
• If z ∈ D then there exists a sequence a±α (z) ∈ `2(Zd−1) such that lim
α→0




• If z /∈ D then for all a±α (z) ∈ `2(Zd−1) such that lim
α→0




Proof. The proof is classical but we give it here for the reader’s convenience.
If z ∈ D then let f ∈ Hinc(D) be such that G±f = Φ̂±(·; z) which exists by Theorem 3.5. From Lemma
3.3 there exists a sequence aαz ∈ `2(Zd−1) such that H±aαz → f as α → 0, and the first statement follows
from the fact that N± = G±H±.
Let z /∈ D and a±α (z) ∈ `2(Zd−1) be such that lim
α→0
‖N±a±α (z) − Φ̂±(·; z)‖`2(Zd−1) → 0. Assume that
‖H±a±α (z)‖L2(D) is bounded as α→ 0. We can assume thatH±a±α (z) weakly converges to some f ∈ Hinc(D).
Since G±H± = N± then we get as α → 0, G±f = Φ̂±(·; z) which contradicts the last part of Theorem
3.5.
This theorem does not indicate how to construct the sequence a±α (z) when z ∈ D. In practice one relies
on the use of Tikhonov regularization and considers ã±α (z) ∈ `2(Zd−1) satisfying






Since N± has dense range, lim
α→0
‖N±ã±α (z)− Φ̂±(·; z)‖`2(Zd−1) = 0. However, one cannot guarantee in general
that lim
α→0
‖H±ã±α (z)‖L2(D) <∞ if z ∈ D. In addition, one cannot compute ‖H±a±α (z)‖L2(D) since D is not
known. In practice one uses z → ‖a±α (z)‖`2(Zd−1) as an indicator function for D. A possible method to fix
the Tikhonov regularization parameter α in (39) is to use the Morozov discrepancy principle. Assume that
N±,δ is the noisy operator corresponding to noisy measurements, i.e
‖N±,δ −N±‖ ≤ δ.
Then for each sampling point z, the parameter α is chosen such that
‖N±,δa±α (z)− Φ̂±(·; z)‖`2(Zd−1) = δ‖a±α (z)‖`2(Zd−1).
This leads to a nonlinear equation that determines α in terms of the noise level δ [16].
4.2 The Factorization Method
We here proceed with the justification of the Factorization method that has been introduced in [23] and
that was applied in a number of papers to various configurations [2,3,7,14,18,19,21,24–29,33]. Our setting
is similar to the case of guided waves that has been treated in [8] or the case of periodic media in [30] where
the half space problem was considered. We include the analysis of this method here since we shall prove
the counterpart for a single Floquet-Bloch mode later. Let us define the operator
N±] := |Re (N
±)|+ |Im (N±)| (40)
where Re (N±) := 12 (N
± + (N±)∗), Im (N±) := 12i (N
± − (N±)∗). Then we have the following theorem:
11




where T±] : L
2(D) → L2(D) is self-adjoint and coercive on Hinc(D). Moreover, z ∈ D if and only if






Proof. The proof of this theorem is a direct application of the abstract framework given in Theorem A.2
using the results of Lemma 3.6 and Lemma 4.3 below.
Lemma 4.3. For z ∈ ΩM , z ∈ D if and only if Φ̂±(·; z) belongs to the range of (H±)∗.
Proof. For z ∈ D choose a cut-off function ρ ∈ C∞(ΩM ) which vanishes near z and equals one in ΩM \D. We
define v(x) := ρ(x)GM,z. Then the Rayleigh sequence of v(x) are Φ̂
±(·; z). We observe that f := −(∆v+k2v)




GM (x− y)f(y)dy. (42)
We hence have from expansion (12) and the fact the Rayleigh sequences of v and Φ(·; z) are identical that
Φ̂±(·; z) = (H±)∗f.
We now assume that z /∈ D (without loss of generality we can assume that D ∪ {z} ⊂ ΩhM ) and Φ̂±(·; z) =
(H±)∗f for some f ∈ L2(D). We also consider v which is defined by (42). Since Φ(·; z) and v satisfies the
Rayleigh radiation condition then Φ(·; z) = v in domain ±xd > h. By unique continuation principal we
deduce that Φ(·; z) = v in the exterior of D ∪ {z}. This gives a contradiction since v is smooth near z but
Φ(·; z) is singular at z.







converges, where {λ±m,Ψ±m} is the eigensystem of the self-adjoint and positive defined N±] . This criterion
can also be used in the numerical implementation of the factorization method with a suitable choice of the
cut-off parameter with respect to the noise level. One can also rely on the use of Tikhonov regularization
as explained above for the linear sampling method.
4.3 The Generalized Linear Sampling Method (GLSM)
This section is dedicated to the third family of sampling methods that has been introduced in the literature
[4,6,11] and that somehow combines the benefits from the two previously presented sampling methods. The
GLSM constructs a nearby solution as predicted by the LSM theorem by considering minimizing sequences
of a cost functional with data fidelity the LSM residual and a penalty term the norm of the Herglotz
function. The latter is constructed exploiting the factorization method. The first advantage of the GLSM
is indeed to have a more convincing theoretical justification than LSM. Compared to the factorization
method, the GLSM keep the link with the so-called interior transmission problem as for LSM which will
be exploited later for the design of the new imaging functional capable of directly identifying a defect in a
periodic background. We here restrict ourselves to the simplest version of GLSM that exploits “symmetric
factorizations” of the data operator. For the treatment of other type of factorizations we refer the reader
to [4].
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We first present the noise free version of GLSM. We denote by (·, ·) the `2(Zd−1) scalar product and
by ‖.‖ the associated norm. Let α > 0 be a given parameter and φ ∈ `2(Zd−1). We introduce functional
Jα(φ; ·) : `2(Zd−1)→ R where
J±α (φ; a) := α(N
±
] a, a) +




J±α (φ; a). (45)
Let c(α) > 0 be such that c(α)/α→ 0 as α→ 0.
Theorem 4.4. Assume that Assumptions 2.1, 3.2 and the hypothesis of Lemma 3.6 hold. Let z ∈ ΩM and
define a±α,G(z) ∈ `2(Zd−1) such that
J±α (Φ̂
±(·; z); a±α,G(z)) ≤ jα(Φ̂
±(·; z)) + c(α). (46)






α,G(z)) < ∞. Moreover, if z ∈ D then H±a
±
α,G(z) → v(·; z)
in L2(D) where (u(·; z), v(·; z)) ∈ L2(D) × L2(D) is the solution of problem (23) with ϕ = Φ(·; z) and
ψ = ∂Φ(·; z)/∂ν on ∂D.
Proof. The proof of this theorem is a direct application of the abstract framework given in Theorem A.4 in
combination with Theorem A.2
For the case with noise in the operators, one has to change the functional J±α . More precisely, consider
the noisy operators N±,δ : `2(Zd−1)→ `2(Zd−1) and N±]
δ
: `2(Zd−1)→ `2(Zd−1) such that
‖N±,δ −N±‖ ≤ δ‖N±,δ‖ and ‖N±]




for some δ > 0 and assume that the operators N±,δ and N±]
δ
are compact. We then consider for α > 0 and
φ > 0 the functional Jδα(φ; ·) : `2(Zd−1)→ R defined by








∥∥N±,δa− φ∥∥2 , ∀ a ∈ `2(Zd−1), (48)
with 0 < η < 1 a fixed parameter. Then we have the following result:
Theorem 4.5. Assume that Assumptions 2.1, 3.2 and the assumptions of Lemma 3.6 hold. For z ∈ ΩM
denote by a±α,δ(z) the minimizer of J
±,δ
α (Φ̂
±(·; z); ·) over `2(Zd−1). Then,




(∣∣∣(N±] δa±α,δ(z), a±α,δ(z))∣∣∣+ δα−η‖N±] δ‖ ∥∥∥a±α,δ(z)∥∥∥2) <∞.




‖H±a±α,δ(z)− v(·; z)‖L2(D) = 0 where (u(·; z), v(·; z)) ∈ L2(D)×L2(D)
is the solution to problem (23) with ϕ = Φ(·; z) and ψ = ∂Φ(·; z)/∂ν on ∂D.
Proof. This is a direct consequence of Theorem A.6.





δ‖I + (N±,δ)∗N±,δ)a±α,δ(z) = (N
±,δ)∗Φ̂±(·; z). (49)
Unfortunately, there is no a posteriori rule for the choice of the parameter α as for the LSM method. In
practice, one can follow the empirical rule proposed in [6] by taking
α ≡ α(δ)/(‖N±]
δ‖(1 + δ)) (50)
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where α(δ) is the LSM regularization parameter determined by the Morozov principle as indicated in
Section 4.1. The parameter η has little incidence on the numerics and can be set to 0. Therefore an











4.4 Reconstruction of the periodic domain Dp from N
±
We here explain how one can reconstruct the periodic background Dp from N
± without knowing the refrac-
tive indices n and np using the same sampling operators as above. To reconstruct Dp we do not need the
local perturbation ω to be located in only one period but we need to assume that for all z ∈ ω there exists
m ∈ Zd−1 such that z + me ∈ ΩM \D. Here and in the following we denote by e one of the vectors Liei,
i = 1, . . . , d− 1 where e1, . . . , ed is the canonical basis of Rd.
We shall exploit the decomposition of the ML−periodic fundamental solution into L quasi-periodic
fundamental solutions.
Definition 4.6. A function u is called quasi-periodic with parameter ξ = (ξ1, · · · , ξd−1) and period L =
(L1, · · · , Ld−1), with respect to the first d− 1 variables (briefly denoted as ξ−quasi-periodic with period L)
if:
u(x+ (jL), xd) = e
iξ·(jL)u(x, xd), ∀j ∈ Zd−1.
We remark from using discrete Floquet-Bloch transform that an ML−periodic function can be de-
composed into the sum of M quasi-periodic functions with period L and quasi-periodicity parameters























we define uq as:











the functions Φq(·; z) satisfies ∆Φq(·; z) + k2Φq(·; z) = −δz in Ω0 and is αq quasi-periodic with period L.
Moreover,
Φq(·; z + e) = e−iαq·eΦq(·; z), z ∈ Rd.
The Rayleigh coefficients Φ̂±q (·; z) of Φq(·; z) are given by




e−i(α#(q+M `)z−β#(q+M `)|zd∓h|) if j = q +M`, ` ∈ Zd−1,
0 if j 6= q +M`, ∀` ∈ Zd−1.
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Lemma 4.7. Assume that Assumptions (2.1) and (3.2) hold. Then Φ̂±q (·; z) belongs to R(G±) if and only
if z ∈ Dp.
Proof. Consider first the case z ∈ Dp and let (uq(·; z), vq(·; z)) ∈ L2(D) × L2(D) be the solution to the
interior transmission problem (23) with
ϕ(x) = Φq(x; z) and ψ(x) = ∂Φq(x; z)/∂ν(x) for x ∈ ∂D. (53)
We then define wq by:
wq(x) =
{
uq(x; z)− vq(x; z) in D,
Φq(x; z) in ΩM \D.
Due to (53), wq ∈ H2#,loc(ΩM ) and since Φq(·; z) satisfies ∆Φq(·; z) + k2Φq(·; z) = −δz in ΩM \Dp and the
Rayleigh radiation condition (3), then wq satisfies (10). Moreover, we get that Φ̂
±
q (·; z) are the Rayleigh
coefficients of wq and consequently G
±vq(x; z) = Φ̂
±
q (·; z).
Consider now the case z ∈ ΩM \ Dp. Assume that there exists f ∈ Hinc(D) such that G±f = Φ̂±q (·; z).
This implies that wq = Φq(·; z) in {x ∈ ΩM ,±xd ≥ h} where wq is the solution to (10). By the unique
continuation principal we deduce that wq = Φq(·; z) in ΩM \ D . Since there exists m ∈ Zd−1 such that
z +me ∈ ΩM \D then Φq(·; z) is not locally H2 in ΩM \D (since Φq(·; z) is singular at all points z +me).
This contradicts the fact that w is locally H2 in ΩM \D.
Lemma 4.8. For z ∈ ΩM , z ∈ Dp if and only if Φ̂±q (·; z) belongs to the range of (H±)∗.
Proof. For z ∈ Dp, we choose a cut-off L−periodic function ρ ∈ C∞(ΩM ) that vanishes in a neighborhood
of z and equals one in ΩM \Dp. We define v(x) := ρ(x)Φq(·; z). Then v(x) is αq−quasi-periodic and the
Rayleigh sequence of v(x) is equal to Φ̂±q (·; z). We observe that f := −(∆v + k2v) has compact support in




Φq(x− y)f(y)dy = JMK
∫
Dp








Φq′(x− y)f(y)dy = 0, ∀q′ ∈ Zd−1M , q
′ 6= q (55)









and the fact that the Rayleigh sequences of v and Φq(·; z) are identical we obtain that
Φ̂±q (·; z) = (H±)∗(Mf).
We now assume that z /∈ Dp (without loss of generality we can assume that Dp∪{z} ⊂ ΩhM ) and Φ̂±q (·; z) =
(H±)∗f for some f ∈ L2(D). We also consider v which is defined by (54). Since Φq(·; z) and v satisfies
the Rayleigh radiation condition then Φq(·; z) = v in the domain ±xd > h. By the unique continuation
principle, we deduce that Φq(·; z) = v in the exterior of D∪{z+mL}, m ∈ Zd−1M . This gives a contradiction
since v is a smooth function in the neighborhood of the points {z +mL}, m ∈ Zd−1M but Φq(·; z) is not.
The previous two results allow us to conclude that one can reconstruct the domain Dp using the sampling
methods introduced above by replacing the sampling function Φ̂±(·; z) with Φ̂±q (·; z).
Theorem 4.9. Let q be a fixed parameter in Zd−1M . Assume that Assumptions 2.1, 3.2 and the assumptions
of Lemma 3.6 hold. Then Theorems 4.2, 4.4 and 4.5 hold true if D is replaced by Dp and Φ̂
±(·; z) is replaced
by Φ̂±q (·; z).
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5 Sampling methods for a single Floquet-Bloch mode
The first step toward the construction of our indicator function of ω without the need for a measurement
operator for the background is to construct a sampling operator that would roughly speaking plays the
role of the background sampling operator. A natural candidate for this operator is the one obtained from
the operator H by restricting to single Floquet-Bloch modes. This choice comes from the fact that in the
periodic case, i.e. n = np, this type of operators have been used to reconstruct the background medium
(see [31]). As we can shall see later, for the case of perturbed periodic media, this operator reconstruct the
background media and the perturbation with periodic copies of period L.
5.1 Near field operator for a fixed Floquet-Bloch mode
We shall present in this section how to define the sampling operator for one fixed Floquet-Bloch mode. Let
a ∈ `2(Zd−1), we define for q ∈ Zd−1M , the element aq ∈ `2(Zd−1) by
aq(j) := a(q + jM).
We then define the operator Iq : `
2(Zd−1)→ `2(Zd−1), which transforms a ∈ `2(Zd−1) to ã ∈ `2(Zd−1) such
that
ãq = a and ãq′ = 0 if q 6= q′.
We remark that I∗q(a) = aq, where I
∗
q : `
2(Zd−1) → `2(Zd−1) is the dual of the operator Iq. The single
Floquet-Bloch mode Herglotz operator H±q : `2(Zd−1)→ L2(D) is defined by
H±q a := H±Iqa =
∑
j
a(j)ui,±(·; q + jM)|D (57)
and the single Floquet-Bloch mode sampling operator N±q : `
2(Zd−1)→ `2(Zd−1) is defined by
N±q a = I
∗
q N
± Iq a. (58)
We remark that H±q a is an αq−quasi-periodic function with period L. The sequence N±q a corresponds with
the Fourier coefficients of the αq−quasi-periodic component of the scattered field in the decomposition (52).
This operator is then somehow associated with αq−quasi-periodicity.
One immediately see from the factorization N± = (H±)∗TH± that the following factorization holds.
N±q = (H±q )∗TH±q . (59)
For later use we also define the operator G±q : R(H±q )→ `2(Zd−1) by
G±q = (H±q )∗T|R(H±q ) (60)
where the operator T is defined by (20).
5.2 Some properties of the operators H±q , N±q and G±q
We prove in this sections the needed properties in order to establish the theoretical justifications of sampling
methods. This Section is somehow the equivalent of Section 3.2 but for the case single Floquet-Bloch mode
operator. We recall that we make the assumption that
ΩM \D is connected an ∂Ωm ∩D = ∅ for all m ∈ Zd−1M .
For the support of the perturbation ω we assume that
ω ⊂ Ωm0
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for some m0 ∈ ZM and
Dp ∩ ω = ∅.
The latter assumption is important in many aspects of the following proofs and indeed a main perspective
of the current work is extend our results to the cases Dp∩ω 6= ∅. The first assumption on ω is not restrictive
on the size of the perturbation (since one can increase L) but implies for the inverse problem that one has
a priori knowledge on the size of ω.





which is the union of L periodic copies of ω. In all the following of this section
q ∈ Zd−1M
is a fixed parameter.
Lemma 5.1. The operator H±q defined by (57) is injective and
R(H±q ) = Hqinc(D) := {v ∈ L
2(D), ∆v + k2v = 0 in D and v|Dp is αq−quasi-periodic} (62)
Proof. H±q is injective since H± is injective and Iq is injective. We now prove that (H±q )∗ is injective on
Hqinc(D). Let ϕ ∈ H
q






Φq(x− y)ϕ(y) dy .
From the expansion of Φq(x) as in (56) and using the same calculations as for (27) we have that û
±(j) = 0
for all j 6= q + M` and û±(q +M`) = ((H±)∗(ϕ)) (q + M`) = ((H±q )∗(ϕ))(`) = 0. Therefore u has all
Rayleigh coefficients equal 0, which implies that
u = 0, for ± xd > h.
We now observe that for all y ∈ D, ∆Φq(·; y) + k2Φq(·; y) = 0 in the complement of Dp ∪ ωp. This implies
that
∆u+ k2u = 0 in Rd \ {Dp ∪ ωp}.
Using a unique continuation argument we infer that u = 0 in Ω \Dp ∪ ωp. Therefore, u ∈ H20 (Dp ∪ ωp) by
the regularity of volume potentials.






Φq(x; y)ϕ(y) dy +
∫
Dp∩Ωm
Φq(x; y)ϕ(y) dy x ∈ Dp ∩ Ωm.
We recall that ∆Φq(·; y) + k2Φq(·; y) = −δy in Ωm. Using in addition the fact that Dp ∩ ω = ∅, we obtain
for m ∈ Zd−1M ,
∆u(x) + k2u(x) = −ϕ(x) in Dp ∩ Ωm. (63)
Let us set for m−m0 ∈ Zd−1M
ϕm(x) := e
iαq·mLϕ(x−mL) for x ∈ ω +mL.











Φq(x; y)ϕ(y) dy x ∈ ω +mL
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with m−m0 ∈ Zd−1M . Using again the fact that Dp ∩ωp = ∅ and ∆Φq(·; y) + k2Φq(·; y) = −δy in Ωm we get
∆u(x) + k2u(x) = −ϕm in ω +mL. (64)
Now define the function ϕ̃ by
ϕ̃ = ϕ in Dp and ϕ̃ = ϕm in ω +mL.
Clearly
∆ϕ̃+ k2ϕ = 0 in Dp ∪ ωp with m−m0 ∈ Zd−1M .
Since u ∈ H20 (Dp ∪ ωp) we then have ∫
D
(∆u+ k2u)ϕ̃ = 0.
This implies according to (63) and (64) that∫
Dp




which implies ϕ = 0 in Dp ∪ ω. This proves the injectivity of (H±)∗ on Hqinc(D) and hence proves the
Lemma.
The following two Lemmas are probably the most important results. They form two of the important
cornerstones for the justification of the GLSM and the differential imaging functional that we shall define
later.
Lemma 5.2. Assume that Assumptions 2.1 and 3.2 hold. Assume in addition that Assumption 2.1 hold




inc(D)→ `2(Zd−1) is injective with dense range.




Assume that G+q (f) = 0 for f ∈ H
q
inc(D). Let w ∈ H1#(ΩhM ) be the associated scattered field via (10) and







where wq′ is αq′−quasi-periodic with period L. We recall that
∆w + k2npw + k
2(n− np)w = k2(np − n)f + k2(1− np)f. (66)
Since (1 − np)f is αq−quasi-periodic with period L and ω ⊂ Ωm0 we obtain that (projecting the latter
equation on the L2(Ωm0) Fourier basis which is αq−quasi-periodic with period L)
∆wq + k
2npwq + k
2(n− np)w = k2(1− n)f in Ωm0 . (67)
In particular we have that ∆wq+k
2wq = 0 in ΩM \{Dp∪ωp}. Using a similar unique continuation argument
as the one at the beginning of the proof of Lemma 5.1 we deduce that
wq = 0 in ΩM \ {Dp ∪ ωp}.
This implies in particular (since Dp ∩ ω = ∅) wq ∈ H20 (Dp) and{
∆wq + k
2npwq = k
2(1− np)f in Dp
∆f + k2f = 0 in Dp
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Denoting by ITP(n,D,Φ) the interior transmission problem (23) with ϕ = Φ and ψ = ∂Φ∂ν , assumption 3.2
implies in particular that ITP(np, Dp, 0) is well posed. We then obtain that f = 0 in Dp and wq = 0 in Dp.
On the other hand, using the fact that np = 1 in ω we also have wq ∈ H20 (ω) and{
∆wq + k
2wq + k
2(n− 1)w = k2(1− n)f in ω. (68)
The fact that wq ∈ H20 (ω) gives for instance that∫
ω
(∆wp + k
2wp)θ = 0, (69)




k2(1− n)f + k2(1− n)w
)
θ = 0 (70)




k2(n− 1)(w + f)(y)Φ(x; y) dy x ∈ ΩM . (71)




k2(1− np)w(y)Φ(x; y) dy for x /∈ ω. (72)




k2(1− np)w(y)Φ(x; y) dy x ∈ ω.
Then obviously u = w + f and f satisfy
∆u+ k2nu = 0 in ω
∆f + k2f = 0 in ω









∆w̃ + k2w̃ = 0 in ω
and ITP(n, ω, w̃) is well posed (by Assumption 3.2 and the fact that Dp ∩ ωp = ∅) we get that
f = −w̃ and u = 0 in ω.




k2(1− np)w(y)Φ(x; y) dy for x /∈ ΩM (74)
which means in particular that w is solution to (10) with n = np and f = 0. We then infer that w = 0 by
uniqueness of the solution to the scattering problem for n = np (third assumption of our Lemma). This
proves that f = 0 in ω and finishes the arguments for the injectivity of the operator G+q .
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Using the injectivity we now prove the denseness of the range of G±q . The proof can be done as in





`2(Zd−1) = 0, ∀f ∈ H
q
inc(D).
Consider f of the form f = H+q (a) for some a ∈ `2(Zd−1). Since G+q = (H+q )∗T, we then have
〈T(H+q (a)),H+q (g)〉L2(D) = 0, ∀a ∈ `2(Zd−1). (75)





















, ∀ a ∈ `2(Zd−1).
We deduce from (75) that (
G+q (H+q (g)), a
)
`2(Zd−1)
= 0, ∀a ∈ `2(Zd−1),
which implies G+q (H+q (g)) = 0. The injectivity of G+q ensure that H+q g = 0 in D and consequently g = 0
(using Lemma 5.1). This proves the denseness of the range of G+q .
Before continuing with the characterization of Dp ∪ ωp in terms of the range of G±q let us make the
following simple observations. Let f ∈ Hinc(D) and let w be the solution of problem (10) associated with







as in Lemma 5.2. Let us denote by a±(w) ∈ `2(Zd−1) be the Rayleigh sequences of w. Then for fixed q{
1
JMKa
±(wq)(q + jM) = a
±(w)(q + jM), ∀j ∈ Zd−1
1
JMKa








(and in particular I∗qΦ̂





Lemma 5.3. Under the same assumptions as in Lemma 5.2 we have that I∗qΦ̂
±
q (·; z) ∈ R(G±q ) if and only
if z ∈ Dp ∪ ωp.
Proof. We recall that Φ̂±q (·; z) is the Rayleigh sequence of Φq(·; z).
Let z ∈ Dp. We the consider (uq, vq) solution of ITP(n,D,Φq(·; z)). Let us define
w =
{
uq − vq in Dp.
Φq in ΩM \Dp.
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Then w ∈ H2#,loc(ΩM ) and satisfies the scattering problem (10) with f = vq (remark that vq = −Φq in ω).
Therefore G±(vq) = Φ̂
±
q (·; z). Applying I∗q to the two sides of the equality we get G±q (vq) = I∗qΦ̂±q (·; z).




±(·; z) = I∗qΦ̂±q (·; z) (76)
However the function v /∈ Hqinc(D) since the function v is constructed such that (u, v) ∈ L2(D)×L2(D) is a
solution of ITP(n,D,Φ(·; z)) and therefore v = −Φ(·; z) in Dp which is not an αq−quasi-periodic function
with period L. We describe in the following how one can construct from v a function ṽ = Hqinc(D) such







where vq′ is αq′−quasi-periodic function with period L as in 52. Each of the vq′ is also a folution to
∆vq′ + k
2vq′ = 0 in Dp. Remark that for our case vq′ = Φq′(·, z). We set ṽ = v − 1JMKvq. Now consider the
solution w̃ ∈ H2#(ΩhM ) to problem (7) with n replaced by np and ui by v. In particular
∆w̃ + k2npw̃ = k
2(1− np)ṽ in ΩhM
with the Rayleigh radiation condition. Using the L2(ΩhM ) orthogonality of (1−np)ṽ with αq−quasi-periodic
functions and uniqueness the solution of the scattering problem for we simply get that
w̃q = 0.
If we denote by ã± the Rayleigh sequences associated with w̃, then the latter ensures that I∗q(ã
±) = 0. Now
observe that we can also write the equation for w̃ as
∆w̃ + k2nw̃ = k2(1− np)ṽ + k2(np − n)(−w̃) in ΩhM
and since ω ∩Dp = ∅, we have ∆w̃ + k2w̃ = 0 in ω. Therefore the function v̂ defined by v̂ = ṽ in Dp and
v̂ = −w̃ in ω satisfies v̂ ∈ Hinc(D) and
G±(v̂) = ã±.
Therefore I∗qG
±(v̂) = 0, (v − v̂) ∈ Hqinc(D) and
I∗qG
±(v − v̂) = I∗qG±(v).
(Remark that if v̂ 6= 0 then G±(v − v̂) 6= G±(v)). Applying this procedure to the v in (76) we obtain that,
JMK(v − v̂) ∈ Hqinc(D) and
Gq(JMK(v − v̂)) = I∗qΦ̂±q (·; z).
Now consider the case where z ∈ ω+mL withm−m0 ∈ Zd−1M . We recall that Φ̂±q (·; z) = eimL·αq Φ̂±q (·; z −mL).
Therefore, if we consider v ∈ Hqinc(D) such that Gq(v) = I∗qΦ̂±q (·; z −mL), which is possible by the previous





We finally consider the case z /∈ Dp ∪ ωp. If Gq(v) = I∗qΦ̂±q (·; z), then using the same unique continuation
argument as in the proof of Lemma 5.2 we get that wq = Φq in ΩM \{Dp∪ωp} where w is the solution of (10)
with f = v and wq is defined by (65). This gives a contradiction since wq is locally H
2 in ΩM \ {Dp ∪ ωp})
while Φq(·; z) is not.
The following Lemma allows us to infer some reconstruction results for the domain Dp ∪ ωp using the




q (·; z) ∈ R((H±q )∗) if and only if z ∈ Dp ∪ ωp.
Proof. We first consider z ∈ Dp ∪ ωp. We define ρ a C∞ cut-off function such that
ρ = 1 in Ω \Dp ∪ ωp
ρ = 0 in a neighborhood of {z +mL, m ∈ Zd−1M }
(77)
and ρ is periodic with period L. We set v := ρΦq(·; z). Obviously v is αq−quasi-periodic with period L and
v̂±(j) = Φ̂±q (j; z).














We see that ∫
ωp














We then obtain I∗q v̂






(H±q )∗ϕ = I∗qΦ̂±q (·; z)
If z /∈ Dp ∪ ωp, using the same unique continuation argument as in the proof of Lemma 5.1 we see that if





verifies wq = Φq(·; z) in Ω\Dp∪ωp∪{z} where wq is defined as in (65). This gives a contradiction since wq is
smooth in a neighborhood of z but Φq(·; z) is singular at z. We then get the contradiction if z /∈ Dp∪ωp.
We now end this section with direct applications of the sampling methods that have been introduced
in Section 4 to the case where one uses the operator N±q . The previous technical results allow us to phrase
theorems related to reconstructing the domain Dp ∪ωp. The first one is related to the factorization method






The proof of the following theorem is based on the same arguments as the proof of Theorem 4.2 and is
a consequence of the factorization 59, the properties of the operator T formulated in Lemma 3.6 and the
technical Lemma 5.4.
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where T±] : L





q (·; z) ∈ R((N±q,])1/2) if and only if z ∈ Dp ∪ ωp.
Proof. The proof of the factorization (78) follows directly from (41). The second part of the theorem follows
from the technical Lemma 5.4 and Theorem A.2.
We remark that we could also have defined N±q,] as in the definition of N
±
] and derived the same results.
However, proving in this way that the middle operator T±] is the same as for N
±
] would have been less
straightforward.
The second useful corollary is the application of the GLSM algorithm. Indeed the following theorem can
be proved in a similar way as Theorem 4.4 using Theorem 5.5, and the technical Lemmas 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3.
Theorem 5.6. Assume that Assumptions of Lemmas 3.6 and 5.2 hold. Then the results of 4.4 are 4.5 still
true if D is replaced by Dp ∪ωp, the operators H±, G±, N± and N±] are replaced by the operators H±q , G±q ,
N±q and N
±
q,] respectively and Φ̂
±(·; z) is replaced by I∗qΦ̂±q (·; z).
5.3 A new differential imaging functional
We now have all the ingredients to introduce the new differential imaging functional for retrieving the
domain ω using the measurement operator N+ or N−. Compared to the algorithm presented in [5] there is
no need here for a measure of the background operator. The latter will be replaced by using the operator
N+q (or respectively N
−
q ) for a fixed q ∈ Zd−1M . In addition to the assumptions on the geometry that was
made in the previous section we assume that for all z ∈ ω there exists m ∈ Zd−1 such that z+mL ∈ ΩM \D.
This means in particular that M > 1 and therefore there is a least one period that does not contain a defect.
We hereafter assume that the hypothesis of Theorems 5.5 and 5.6 are verified. In order to simplify the
notations we only present the results for the operator N+. We obtain exactly the same results by changing
the exponent + with the exponent −. We then consider for φ and a in `2(Zd−1) the cost functionals
J+α (φ, a) := α(N
+
] a, a) + ‖N+a− φ‖2,
J+α,q(φ, a) := α(N
+
q,]a, a) + ‖N+q a− φ‖2.
(79)
We remark that we also have
J+α,q(φ, a) = α(N
+
] Iqa, Iqa) + ‖N
+
q a− φ‖2.
Let aα,z, aα,zq and ã
α,z
q be in `(Zd−1) verifying
J+α (Φ̂
±(·; z), aα,z) ≤ inf
a∈`2(Zd−1)
J+α (Φ̂
±(·; z), a) + c(α)
J+α (Φ̂
±















q (·; z), a) + c(α)
(80)














where for a and b in `2(Zd−1),
D+(a, b) :=
(




Theorem 5.7. Under the assumptions of Theorem 5.6, we have that
z ∈ ω if and only if lim
α→0
I+α (z) > 0.




If z ∈ Dp, we remark that according to Theorems 4.9 and 5.6, when α → 0, the sequences H+aα,zq and
H+q ãα,zq respectively converge in L2(D) to v ∈ Hinc(D) and ṽ ∈ H
q
inc(D) such that
G(v) = Φ̂+q (·; z) and Gq(ṽ) = I∗qΦ̂+q (·; z).
According to the proof of Theorem 3.5 and Lemma 5.3, the functions v and ṽ are solutions to ITP(n,D,Φq(·; z))










q ) ≤ ‖T]‖‖H+aα,zq −H+q ãα,zq ‖2L2(D → 0, as α→ 0.
From Theorem 4.4, (N]a
α,z, aα,z) converges as α → 0 to (T]v0, v0) < ∞ where v0 6= 0 is the solution of
G(v0) = Φ̂
+
q (·; z). We then conclude that
lim
α→0
I+α (z) = 0 if z ∈ Dp.
Finally, if z ∈ ω then again by Theorem 4.4, (N]aα,z, aα,z) < +∞ converges as α → 0 to (T]v0, v0) < ∞
where v0 6= 0 is the solution of G(v0) = Φ̂+q (·; z). However,
D+(aα,zq , ã
α,z
q )→∞, α→ 0




q ) → +∞ while (N+] Iqãα,zq , Iqãα,zq ) → (T ṽ, ṽ) < +∞ where ṽ ∈ H
q
inc(D)




q (·; z). Therefore,
lim
α→0
I+α (z) 6= 0 if z ∈ ω
and the Theorem is proved.
Let us conclude this section by indicating that indeed, following Theorem 4.5 in the case of noisy
measurements, one has to redefine the functionals J+α and J
+
α,q as
J+,δα (φ, a) := α
(




J+,δα,q (φ, a) := α
(
(N+,δ] Iqa, Iqa) + δα
−η‖N+,δ] ‖‖a‖2
)
+ ‖N+,δq a− φ‖2
(82)
where η < 1 is a fixed positive parameter and δ the relative noise level. We then consider aα,zδ , a
α,z
q,δ and
ãα,zq,δ in `(Zd−1) as the minimizers of respectively
J+,δα (Φ̂
+(·; z), a), J+,δα (Φ̂+q (·; z), a) and J+,δα,q (Φ̂+q (·; z), a).













where for a and b in `2(Zd−1),
D+,δ(a, b) :=
(
N+,δ] (a− Iqb), (a− Iqb)
)
and
G+,δ(a) := (N+,δ] a, a) + δα
−η‖N+,δ] ‖‖a‖
2.
Then following the lines of the previous proof one can prove (thanks to Theorem 4.5 and equivalent version
for N+q )
Theorem 5.8. Under the assumptions of Theorem 5.6, we have that




I+,δα (z) > 0.
6 Validating Numerical Experiments
We here give some numerical examples for testing the sampling methods introduced in Section 4 and the
sampling method using a single Floquet-Bloch mode introduced in Section 5. We only consider here two
dimensional examples. In order to obtain the data for the inverse problem, we consider Ninc incident down-
to-up or up-to-down plane-waves given by formula (13) or (14). The synthetic data has been generated
by solving the forward scattering problem using the spectral discretization scheme of the volume integral
formulation of the problem presented in [20].
We denote by
Zd−1inc := {j = q +M`, q ∈ Z
d−1
M , ` ∈ Z
d−1 and ` ∈ J−Nmin, NmaxK}
the set of indices for the incident waves (which is also the set of indices for measured Rayleigh coefficients).
The values of all parameters will be indicated below. The discrete version of the operators N± are given by









We add some noise to the data as:
N±,δ(j, `) := N±(j, `)
(
1 + δA(j, `)
)
, ∀(j, `) ∈ Zd−1inc × Z
d−1
inc (85)
where A = (A(j, `))Ninc×Ninc is a matrix of uniform complex random variables with real and imaginary
parts in [−1, 1]2 and δ > 0 is the noise level. We use in all following examples δ = 1%.























and the indicator function
IGLSM(z) := IGLSM+ (z) + IGLSM− (z)
that we shall use later.
Let q ∈ Zd−1M . Let a
±
α,q,G(z) ∈ `2(Zd−1) be defined similar to a
±
α,G(z) with Φ̂
±(·; z) is replaced by
Φ̂±q (·; z). We then similarly define I
GLSMq
± (z) and then IGLSMq(z)
In addition to the indicator function I+,δ(z) defined by (83) and the similarly defined indicator function
I−,δ(z), we also define
Iδ(z) := I+,δ(z) + I−,δ(z).
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Example 1:
In the first example, we restrict ourselves to a simple setting for the geometry represented in the left of
Figure 2. The background geometry Dp is constituted by discs of radii r1, r2 and the geometry of the
perturbation is a disc of radius rw. The physical parameters are set as
k = π/3.14, np = 2 in Dp and n = 4 in ω. (86)
Set λ := 2π/k as the wavelength. Then the geometrical parameters are
L = πλ, h = 1.5λ, r1 = 0.2λ, r2 = 0.3λ and rw = 0.2λ. (87)
The coordinate system is chosen such that the center of one disc of Dp is (0, 0.8λ) and the center of ω is
(1.2λ, λ). Finally we choose as parameters for the discrete model
M = 2, Nmin = 5 and Nmax = 5. (88)
Figure 2-right shows the reconstruction of the domain D. The reconstruction of the domain ω is given in
Figure 3-left where one observes that it is indeed isolated from the background structure. In this example
we observe that the defect could have been identified using 2-right and 3-right that corresponds to the
reconstruction of the background geometry.






















Figure 2: Left: The exact geometry for Example 1. Right: the reconstruction of this domain using z 7→
IGLSM(z).
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Figure 3: Exact geometry is given in Figure 2. Left: The reconstruction of the local perturbation using
z 7→ Iδ(z). Right: the reconstruction of periodic background using z 7→ IGLSMq(z) with q = 1.
Example 2.
In this example we consider a more complicated background geometry as depicted in Figure 4-left. The
physical parameters and the parameters for collecting the data are the same as in the previous example.
The geometry of the perturbation is also the same. We observe that simultaneous reconstruction of the
background and the perturbation as given in Figure 4-right does not allow to have a clear identification of
the defect, even if a combination with Figure 5-right is used. However, the reconstruction of the geometry
of the perturbation using the differential indicator function as shown in Figure 5-left still provides a similar
accuracy as in the first example.






















Figure 4: Left: The exact geometry for Example 2. Right: the reconstruction of this domain using z 7→
IGLSM(z).
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Figure 5: Exact geometry is given in Figure 4. Left: The reconstruction of the local perturbation using
z 7→ Iδ(z). Right: the reconstruction of periodic background using z 7→ IGLSMq(z) with q = 1.
A Abstract theoretical foundations of the sampling methods
We summarize in this appendix the main theoretical results of the literature that allows us to establish
the sampling methods for the locally perturbed periodic domains. We here follow the formulations of the
theorems as given in [11] with obvious simplifications in the case of Hilbert spaces which is sufficient for our
problem.
A.1 Main theorem for the F] method
This method is one of two versions of the Factorization method, which was introduced by A.Kirsch in [24] and
detailed in [25]. Consider a separable Hilbert space X and an operator N : X → X such that factorization
N = (H)∗TH (89)
where H : X → Y and T : Y → Y are bounded operators and Y is also a separable Hilbert space. In the
following we shall denote by (·, ·) the scalar product and by ‖ · ‖ the associated norm in X and use the same
notation for Y since there is no risk of confusion.
We first make the following assumption on the operator T.
Assumption A.1. We assume that operator T : Y → Y satisfies
Im (Tϕ,ϕ) ≥ 0 or Im (Tϕ,ϕ) ≤ 0 (90)
for all ϕ ∈ R(H), Re T = T0 + C where C is compact on R(H) and
(T0ϕ,ϕ) ≥ α‖ϕ‖2 (91)
for all ϕ ∈ R(H) and some α > 0. Moreover, we assume that one of the following assumptions holds:
(i) T is injective on R(H);
(ii) Im (T) is injective on R(H) ∩ ker Re T.




|N + N∗|+ 1
2
|N−N∗|.
Then the main theorem for the factorization method can be formulated as:
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Theorem A.2. Let N be given by (89) and assume that H : X → Y is compact and injective and that T
satisfies Assumption A.1. Then
N] = (H)∗T]H (92)
where T] : Y → Y is self-adjoint and satisfies the coercivity property on R(H)
(T]ϕ,ϕ) ≥ α‖ϕ‖2 ∀ ϕ ∈ R(H).
Moreover, the ranges R((H)∗) and R((N])1/2) coincide.
A.2 Theoretical foundations of GLSM
This method has been introduced in [4, 6] and we provide here the main theorems that are used in our
case. They are mainly extracted from [5,11]. We consider two separable Hilbert spaces X and Y (as in the
previous section) and two operators Let N : X → X and B : X → X, which have the following factorizations
N = GH and B = (H)∗T]H. (93)
where H : X → Y and T : Y → Y are bounded operators and where
G : R(H) 7→ X
is also bounded. We consider first the GLSM for noisy free operators. Let α > 0 be a given parameter and
φ ∈ X. We define the functional Jα(φ; ·) : X → R by





The first main theorem for GLSM is the following:
Theorem A.3. Assume that
• G is compact and N has dense range.
• T] satisfies the coercivity property
|(T]ϕ,ϕ)| > µ ‖ϕ‖2 ∀ϕ ∈ R(H), (96)
where µ > 0 is a constant independent of ϕ. Let c(α) such that c(α)/α → 0 as α → 0 and φ ∈ X, an
element aα ∈ X such that
Jα(φ; aα) ≤ jα(φ) + c(α). (97)
Then the following holds.
• If φ ∈ R(G) then lim sup
α→0
|(Ba, a)| <∞.
• If φ /∈ R(G) then lim inf
α→0
|(Ba, a)| =∞.
In the previous theorem nothing is said on the convergence or not of (Ba, a). The latter is possible if
the operator T] is seladjoint (meaning that B is also selfadjoint).
Theorem A.4. We assume, in addition to the hypothesis of Theorem A.3, that N is injective and that T]
is selfadjoint. Consider for α > 0 and φ ∈ X, aα ∈ X such that
Jα(φ; aα) ≤ jα(φ) + c(α) (98)
where c(α)α → 0 as α→ 0. Then φ ∈ R(G) if and only if limα→0(Baα, aα) <∞. Moreover, in the case φ = Gϕ,
the sequence Haα strongly converges to ϕ in Y as α goes to zero.
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Remark A.5. In the case B = F , one can avoid the extra assumption on the operator T] in Theorem A.4
by replacing the cost functional Jα with
Jα(φ; g) := α|(Ng, g)|+ α1−η|(Ng − φ, g)|+ ‖Ng − φ‖2 ∀g ∈ X, (99)
with η ∈]0, 1] being a fixed parameter. This type of functional is more suited for the case of limited aperture
data which is not considered in our case.
We now state the RGLSM theorem for the case of noisy data. More precisely, we shall assume that one
has access to two noisy operators Bδ and Nδ such that∥∥Nδ −N∥∥ ≤ δ and ∥∥Bδ − B∥∥ ≤ δ
for some δ > 0. We also assume that the operators B, Bδ Nδ and N are compact. We then consider for
α > 0 and φ ∈ X∗ the functional Jδα(φ; ·) : X → R defined by
Jδα(φ; a) := α(|(Bδa, a)|+ δα−η ‖a‖
2
) +
∥∥Nδa− φ∥∥2 ∀ a ∈ X, (100)
where η < 1 is a fixed positive parameter.
Theorem A.6. Assume that the assumptions of Theorem A.4 hold. Let aδα be the minimizer of J
δ
α(φ; ·)










‖Haα − ϕ‖ = 0.
Remark A.7. If Bδ is a positive selfadjoint operator one can directly compute the minimizer aδα of J
δ
α(φ; ·)
(defined by (100)) for α > 0, δ > 0 and φ ∈ X∗ as the solution of
(αBδ + αδI + (Nδ)∗Nδ)aδα = (N
δ)∗φ. (101)
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